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LETTER 03-24 “Hendershot Generator” jjb35
Kim, this is a simple drawing of a pyromagnetic generator. (Drawing below)
The devise was invented by a Mr.Hendershot several years ago.
The key component was a "MAGNETRON MAGNET" as the drawing shows.
There was an iron bar above this permanent magnet centered at a fulcrum point.
This fulcrum point had a solid axle that allows for it to pivot above the center
magnetic pole.
Above this are two ferrite cores with coils.
The ferrite core coils are wired into an elaborate basket weave coil & capacitor.
I do not show this part, as I only want you to focus on the pyromagnetic
component of the generator.
There are two set screws that prevent the pivoting iron bar from striking the
magnetron magnet and ferrite cores.
Hendershot would take out a length of copper wire and begin connecting parts of
the circuit until the iron bar began to vibrate. This would at times require several
minutes of effort.
The iron bar was pyromagnetically unstable. As one side would pivot and strike
the screw it would de-magnetize.
The other side now had a stronger magnetic pull against the magnetron magnet
and be pivoted into the opposing set screw.
Cold air would be blown into the iron bar magnetizing it over and over again.
The device would generate about 500 watts of continuous output.
Hendershot was an intuitive genius and never fully realized his device was
powered by pyromagnetic instability.
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Kim, this design is very efficient and can be started by blowing wind past the iron
bars ends.
I want you to be aware of this design!
There are dozens of pyromagnetic generators in the past century that have the
same key component. They all use a permanent magnet with an iron bar or
cylinder.

The problem relates to the inability of the experimenter to identify the
thermodynamic power source involved. The atmosphere has an unlimited
quantity of cold air!
That cold air can cool an iron bar in the presence of a strong magnetic field and
produce power.
Tesla looked into this effect in hundreds of experiments.
Kim, there is a great conspiracy in our collective engineering history to erase the
work of Tesla and men like Mr. Hendershot.
Moray and Schappler (glowing magnetism) also produced power by thermo
magnetic power generation.
Schappler (may be spelled another way) used a hollow sphere full of a liquid
magnetic material.
Moray would stroke a permanent magnet against his wood box until resonance
was achieved.
Moray did "NOT" give out details as to the construction of his "VALVE" that
allowed power to be generated without any external energy supply. Therefore it
is pure speculation as to the internal contents of his component box.
Schappler also kept his device secret as to its exact construction.
Hendershot was very open as to his device's design and simply failed to explain
the exact nature of its power source which was pyromagnetic in my opinion.
The key pyromagnetic component being the curious magnetron magnet and its
pivoting iron bar.
Kim I have devoted my life to proving these devices exist in the real world.
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There is also the Magneto rampart device found in Germany that used 6
permanent magnets set in a hexagon with the magnets themselves as part of the
circuit!
They all use the thermodynamic variation of magnetic fields in permanent
magnets and iron components to generate power.
Yes, Tesla used a burning gas jet to heat his pyromagnetic components.
Consider Kim that impact is also a source of heat!
Electric current can be passed through the key pyromagnetic parts to increase
the heat still further.
It is the "NATURAL" variation in convection currents that drives these devices.
Wrap a coil of wire around any permanent magnet or iron bar near a permanent
magnet and a tiny current will be produced from natural temperature changes.
Heating the magnet or iron or cooling it both produces current in the pickup coil.
It is a feedback effect.
The more current you feedback into the permanent magnet or iron bar, the
stronger the external convection current becomes that drives the pyromagnetic
oscillation.
Tesla designed a steam cooled pyromagnetic generator. It is in a book written on
his experiments.
Kim, I submit that "IT DOES NOT REQUIRE A FUEL BASED HEAT SOURCE"
to generate power from pyromagnetism.
Wind can be directly converted into heat by mechanical effects. The cold
reservoir is being produced naturally from the environment.
Therefore these simple devices prove that it does not require fuel to be burned in
order to drive a pyromagnetic oscillation.
The only "REAL" objection an engineer or physics teacher will throw at you, is
that you will not be able to concentrate the wind so as to produce a stronger and
stronger pyromagnetic resonation.
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All of these devices start at a very low power level and quickly increase to
maximum energy output.
WHY??? There is a natural focusing effect in nature as heated air rises. This is
much like a parabolic mirror focusing sunlight.
The parabolic mirror requires "NO" power to operate. The energy increase at the
focal point is from its mathematical shape. The same precise effect happens in
the structure of an atmospherically driven pyromagnetic resonator.
A standard horizontal windmill has no ability to focus wind against its turbine.
The physics of convection wind is completely different from the physics of
horizontal wind power.
It is mans poor understanding of convection energy technology that keeps him
from obtaining new energy sources.
All of our current technology revolves around fossil fuel.
There is also a solar power furnace that produces a heated updraft in a pipe full
of smoke particles.
My point is, convection technology is limited to fuel based energy recovery
schemes. What few solar powered devices using convection currents as a power
source require massive parabolic mirror systems to drive them.
The final point. Our government has made a very careful effort to remove any
proof from the public information system of thermo magnetic devices.
These devices have been rounded up and kept from the general public.
Professor Searle is a very good example of government suppression of a thermo
magnetic power source.
The reason is simple.
We live in a nuclear and fossil fuel based society. Billions of dollars have been
spent developing an infrastructure around these dangerous energy sources.
In just a few years 50 to 100 thousand shipments of high level reactor waste will
be sent to the Nevada storage sight!
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Kim, they developed nuclear power before they even had a way to dispose of its
radioactive waste by-products!
The cost will be billions of dollars to ship all of this waste through our country.
Fossil fuel produces greenhouse gases and deadly air pollution and foreign wars
as we try grab up the last reserves before Hubert’s peak is reached and we begin
the final decline.
These men have deliberately lied for at least a century about power generation.
Solar and wind energy has received almost "NO" funding while these
conventional sources are given unlimited economic assistance.
We could not have won W.W.2 without fossil fuel or even nuclear energy.
I am not foolish enough to believe they have no value. I have studied them all of
my life.
What I find mysterious is the total lack of information about convection based
aircraft and devices that use a thermo magnetic power source.
Why would we allow so much information to be published about nuclear
weapons and gas turbine engines and almost nothing about the Repulsine?
Would it destroy our economy? Does it prove the existence of alien spacecraft?
For some extreme reason our government has chosen to keep these devices
hidden from the general public.
I know exactly why they work.
I have no doubt there are scientists working at secret research sights who laugh
at our current dependence on fossil fuel powered cars.
There is no simple answer to these questions. Implosion researchers have a way
of vanishing into the night in this country.
Internal combustion uses a fossil fuel explosion to force a piston down a cylinder.
Implosion uses the intense cold of a vortex to force a piston to contract inside a
chamber.
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Therefore implosion by its own nature does not require fossil fuel to combust.
All that is needed is a source of warm air at the intake and the vortex's cold core.
Yes Kim, the Stirling engine also uses cold air implosion to generate power.
There is only one huge contradiction!
The Stirling engine must have a source of heat. It can be solar or fossil fuel
based.
The design has no method for focusing external convection flows.
The Stirling engine is implosion based, but is not advanced enough to
concentrate its own thermal reservoirs.
So I ask you and any other researcher. Is it simply that we are not ready for
these new power sources?
NO! The physics behind these devices from the Bessler wheel to the Repulsine
and pyromagnetic aircraft engine is taught in a grade school science class.
The answer is and must be since the Repulsine is a W.W.2 artifact, powerful men
have without mercy to the human race, decided in order to protect their fossil fuel
based empires, for the last 50 years sat on the secret of all future power
generation.
Is there a David among you bold enough to stand up to the fossil fuel Goliath???
We will see.
Kim, you have only touched the surface of the fossil fuel conspiracy.
If others could only know what I have seen in over 30 years of wind energy
research, they would have changed their ways long ago.
We have just begun my friend. We must pray to our Lord that it's will alone will be
done in the world and not that of greedy fossil fuel promoting men.
Men are not to be trusted with the freedom of mankind, only God has that right.
As Moses said to the ruler of Egypt, ” LET MY PEOPLE GO!"
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As I say to the men who control all of our lives on this planet from their corporate
board rooms,” LET US USE THE WIND GOD GAVE US AS GOD INTENDED
US TO USE IT"!!!
You have no right corporate dictators to put a price on that which is free to all
men. You may charge us for the fuel we consume and the food we eat or the
cars we drive,” BUT YOU MUST NEVER CHARGE US FOR THE WINDS GOD
GAVE US SINCE THE DAWN OF TIME".
Kim, that is the answer to my question.
You can not charge money for that which is free in nature.
That is the reason they fear this energy source.
The only way to control a person is to make them dependant on a resource.
Those who run our lives fear anything that would make us more self dependant.
That is the real reason these simple devices have been removed from public
view.
Hendershot was ignored like so many others who tried to give us a personal
energy source.
I will say this only once, these men were not frauds. These devices are as real as
the ground beneath your feet. It took me a lifetime to prove this to my self. It is
time we abandon the fossil fuel age and embrace a clean energy future where no
man has the power to control another man's energy source or destiny.

